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BEFORETHE RAINWIND
Laurie Abrams, '67

Birds to whom i shout, "die!"
for all your chatter at dusk
after the wind's woos are
but as noise - not beauty.
Today when i felt a before rainwind hug me,
i stood on a rock to grow higher
and reach, as the willow did.
And with my arms upheld
felt
"take me too in your anger ...
as you do the willow."
But the wind only laughed
and left me with the rock to wait.
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EMPTINESS
A nn ett e Friedm an, '69

EMPT INESS ;s lhe evec-pcesence o f p ;e , c ;n g , p e n e tcab ng
no thing .
I li ve in two wo rld s, pa rt o f m e is fo reve r awa y, y et fo rev er he re . Frantic all y I sp eed in wa rd , a lw ays r unnin g tow ard him .
I am empt y.
I am alo ne in a strange m ass o f face s, b od ie s, h a n d s.
I am w ith o ut wa rmth , w ith o ut li fe, w ith o ut him .
I am ho ll ow , ye t fill ed w ith th e m e rn o ry o f I iv in g , br ea th in g, thinkin g, lov in g.
I am thou ghtl ess, exce pt fo r th e co n st a nt , co n sc io u s
thinking of tim es past, tim es fu t ur e .
I neve r ex ist in thi s m o m ent , rath e r fad e b e twee n th e
tickin g seco nd s.
Emp tin ess is th e neve r- pr esen ce o f wa rmth.
Fo r an in stant th e wo rld is rea l aga in. Fo r o n e split sweep
o f time unit y exi sts. I am here, I fee l tim e w ith th e ti p o f
my to ngu e, I see space with m y fin ge rs. I se n se wa rmth ,
and th e nearn ess o f li fe, br eath , th o u g ht , lo v e . M y mind
reel s. Every part , ever y ce ll is unified . W e a re e ntir e ty , we
are the univer se. W e are o ne.
Love is the eve r-f ee lin g o f unit y.
Slow ly, sudd enl y I am sn ap11ed i nt o rart ia lit y. I am
slashed int o senselessness. I arn a lo n e, lif e l ess , co l d. But
we are m emory, we are th e eye ' s a ft e r-im age o f li f e, breat h ,
thou ght.
We I remembered , are l o v e .
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YET WE ARE TWO ...
Juanita Johnston, '65

WALK

slowly down the street and listen. Someone is
talking - but where? Above you. Look up - no one.
Continue with your walking; someone is there, but a window ledge jutting out hides the voices from your eyes.
And even - even if you lay beside them leaning out the
window letting the sun warm your hands and face - even
then, you would not be close enough to see them. Up up - up to the window close to the sky. Two girls are
there .. •
Dana and Lee looked at their work. Right then all it
looked like was an old wooden box full of dirt, but just
below the surface were the seeds they had planted. Dana
picked up the heavy box and put it on the sunny window
seat. The girls continued to stare at the box (they did not
look at each other), yet while they talked their thoughts
were of each other.
Dana sat on the patch work bed, her straight back touching the yellow painted wall. Short dark hair framed her
long face. Her brown eyes accented by the brushed darkness looked down at Lee lying beside her. Lee wore her
usual outfit: navy blue dungaree skirt, blue-to-match-hereyes shirt, and no shoes. Dana looked at her own feet
sticking out over the edge of the bed; she didn't have shoes
on either.
Two pairs of children's feet. One small pair snuggled
under a soft pillow, toes curling, waiting to be led. The
other pair, tanned and rough, danced in the air; they were
impetuous and ready.
As she sat there she remembered the first time Lee had
walked into her room. She had been doing exercises and
9

was sitting .on the floor , legs spread apart as she str e t c hed
her body, reaching her hand s to her toe s. She h ad l oo k ed
up at Lee as she came into the room . Lee lo o k e d a ro und
uncomfortably, then sat on the bed . Other s talked , danced ,
read . "Lee ," said someone, "W hy d o n ' t yo u dance? " Lee
looked around her and softly said, " no. " The look that accompanied the " no " said - I don't know the se people. I
couldn't dance as they are anyway. Maybe I d o n ' t kn ow
how . Maybe I disappr ove. I do wa nt to belong though she had looked at Dana then , and her face c han ge d into a
smile - almost a laugh - I' ll watch you - sa id her eyes;
no one else had listened or heard . D ana thought of Le e as
she had been then, ready for all to become acquainted
with. Now she was hers alone.
Dana stretched and yawned laz ily as she loo ked down at
Lee, not seeing her , yet thinking about her. She picked up
Lee' s long brown hair and dropped it in the sun. She lifted
it again and as the sun streamed through she began to talk
in her quick bright voice. "I'm really the sun you know, and
when I die I won't be really dead; I' ll just go back to my
original form . Then I'll be able to see and know everything."
"Like what?"
"Love. When we're on earth, we're human and can't
understand , but after I die and become the sun you can
look up and know ... "
"Know what? "
"You'll know ... you'll know that love is not for humans
to understand ," said Dana quickly. " When I die though I
shall come back and visit with you and talk to you. You'll
understand , won't you? I can just see you sitting there
listening to me . And people will think you're crazy when
you say I' m there . My father will be sad when I die - don't
you be sad, you'll know where I am - I could never come
and visit him though; he wouldn't
understand - you I
will."
As they sat there , each thinking her own thoughts, Dana
remembered the first note she had received. It had been
propped up on her bureau so that she would see it as soon
as she got up that morning.

10
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There was once a puddle in which the
reflections of the sun were seen. The
sun moved on leaving once again only
a puddle.

Every day after that, they wrote the thoughts they could
not, or perhaps were afraid to, express in words. As the
days went by, Dana had wondered where they would go.
She remembered one afternoon when they had walked
through the town to the beach and sand. The air had been
heavy and while they sat and talked they looked up hoping
it might rain. They wanted to be wet - they wanted their
clothes to cling to their bodies. Then drenched, they could
dance faces up; the rain would bedraggle their hair over
their laughing loving faces. Even their feet would be wet.
It didn't rain that day.
While walking home, Dana said, "How strange we are.
You'd think we were two children; we can't go anywhere
without each other." She had laughed, and Lee had felt the
rain coming. Dana received another thought:
When the earth and sun come too
close - they will be changed ...
perhaps burnt.

It had been strange, and others had felt uncomfortable
when Dana and Lee were with them in a group. They were
two together - they knew and loved and understood each
other. The others felt left out, for they did not know how to
be included.
There are many stars during the day
but you can't see them for the sun.
Again, there are many thoughts during
the day, but you can't speak them for
the hate. (hurt).

Dana thought of the past but then as she looked at Lee's
face, eyes closed, the present came to her.
"It's spring now you know."
"I know, I've been thinking-"
"You'll have to come see me."
"Yes."
Dana felt Lee's eyes upon her as she asked her, "What are
you thinking about?"
11

Lee an~wered in her slow hesitatin g voice, "W h at a m I
thinking about .. . w hat am I thinking ... o ne thing it 's
about you and I can ' t stop for I am me a nd .. . all m y
thoughts keep cro w ding in , and I feel empty. Th e}! stay ,
but where are the y? The y are he re wit h yo u , b ut I wo n 't be .
I need my thoughts-your
thought s. Don ' t go , I a m nothing
if you are not you."
There was a silence, then Dana att empted reas sur ance ,
" We w ill see each other; it will be the same ."
" But , no ," Lee cried. " It wo n' t ever be like n ow. The time
is running away. I don ' t want the future for I'm afra id of
what it may bring . But I don't wa nt the present e ith e r for
now it's nothing . All I wa nt is th e pas t and it ' s go in g fr o m
me . I search and gro pe and cry and st ill . .. i t is go ne , a nd
I am lost for the past is all I wa nt. "
After that d ay in t he sun, they we nt their sepa r ate ways .
They saw each ot her no w and then, but they we re uncomfortable, for there was so much they knew and yet
their present was empty, and ther e was nothin g for that
moment. One day Dana received a thou g ht from Lee , and
after that Lee came no more :
Th e sun c rep t into me m ak in g me g lad and w a rm
I was yesterday, but it is today,
A nd I burning with heat run fr o m the su n .
Th e trees ca lm m e coo l, pl easant. Ye t , to m o rrow
I will be read y aga in . It may ra in ;
what then for me?

-

It was lovely, grand, shall we go back, can we go on ... the
spell was broken. The year was not lost for they had lived
and would not forget; no ne the less it was gone.

12
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COMING AFTER CURFEW
Janina Herter, ' 66

door
cautiously
unlatched snatched
to us
brown bagel box,
and
we munch
as others creep
to share
our crumbling bounty.
now
wastebasket brown bagel box
just
a gorged memory.
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THE FAR FIELD
Patricia Egan, '66

THEODORE
ROETHKEis dead. The poet's death was a
tragedy as is all death. Unlike the many he was able to fool
the shadow Death and leave his strength for the living.
Now as then it is much more than his spirit that walks the
earth. But now it is more difficult, Raethke can no longer
come to us. We must go and seek him somewhere in a far
field. He will be found
"At the field's end, in the corner missed by the mower,
Where the turf drops off into a grass hidden culvert ... "

It is here that man can revel in the microcosm and macrocosm that is our world. And it is here that one might encounter the strength and the spirit of a knowing stranger,
for Raethke lived his life
"Believing:
I'll return again,
As a snake or a raucous bird,
Or, with luck, as a lion."

For many of us such an adventure is impossible, either
because we dare not tamper with homeostasis or because
we have learned to fear "The far field, the windy cliffs of
forever ... " For such as we, adventure can be had in an
armchair through Theodore Roethke's last poems compiled in a book aptly titled The Far Field. His strength pours
forth in a combination of idea and emotion that defeats
idle sentimentality. The voice of Raethke is that of music,
yet he speaks not in a whisper, but with the mighty de-
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termination
of a soul in search of a life so n g. Ii poem
reflect a sensitive longing for the unattainabl e a nd an eager
willingness to grasp all the finene ss and fur y th a t i life.
There is no one quality that can be sa id to define
Roethke's work . Hone sty, under sta ndin g , innoc e nt adora tion, unswe rving belief, a que sti o nin g spirit and a ge ntle
heart all combine to satisfy th e sen ses and m a nipulate
the
mind. He does nothin g w ith o ut meanin g; eve n th e len gths
of his lines are structured for impact. " The Sh y Man" is so
carefully worded and structured that it is po ss ibl e to hear
each nervous breath the timid soul dare s to tak e.
"The full moon was shinin g upon th e broad sea;
I sang to the one star th at looked down ;i t m e;
I sang to the white hor se that g raze d o n th e quay,
As I walked by the hi g h sea -w a ll.
But my lips they,
My lips they,
Said never a word , .. .. ."

-

Continually Raethke uses sounds to transmit
a feeling
necessary to understanding . What is exceptional
is the fact
that we are not conscious of the device. The reader feels
from the inside out and grasps a mood's emotion
long before he notices the repetition
of sounds. A short stanza
from "The Abyss " serves as a powerful
example.
"The shade speaks slowly:
'Adore and draw ne ar.
Who knows this Knows all.' "

A constant temptation
is Roethke ' s expressed
love of
grass roots reality . He was a timeless man. The wind drifted
with him, not he with the wind. What is true is not always
pleasant but it is real and lasting . Somehow,
Truth,
no
matter what it is, brings a kind of joy with it. Through
Roethke it is possible to touch Truth again; the sensation is
that of weeping and warmth .
" From whence, Love?
From the dirt in the stree t,
From the bolt stuck in its groove,
From the cur at my feet."
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Theodore Roethke's appeal is universal because the reader
can search or scan and still attain satisfaction. A poet offers
his eyes, but it is the reader who sees through them.
Roethke's eyesight was sharp, his gaze was intense. We
may not see every detail but we most definitely do see
more clearly after wandering in The Far Field. Herein lies
the power of Roethke's verse. "The Moment" a sensuous
and symbolic poem speaks in a language understandable
to all that is human. Roethke's symbols appeal to our tactile
sense; this in itself is universal. What is real is somehow
understandable
through the senses, insight or emotion.
And so it is with the majority of Roethke's verse.
Perhaps most revealing is Roethke's honest empathy and
sympathy for all life. This quality shines forth from every
line in The Far Field. It is a prophet-like characteristic and
serves to unify and direct Roethke's poetry. Such intensity
of feeling is rare today and heightens regret for those who
never had the chance to know this man. Sample "The
Rose,"
"But this rose, this rose in the sea-wind,
Stays
Stays in its true place,
Flowering out of the dark,
Widening at high noon, face upward.
A single wild rose, struggling out of the white embrace
of the morning glory."

"Light Listened,"
"We met to leave again
The time we broke from time;
A cold air brought its rain,
The stinging of a stem.
She sang a final song;
Light listened when she sang."

and "The Meadow

Mouse,"

"In a shoe box stuffed in an old nylon stocking
Sleeps the baby mouse I found in the meadow,
Where he trembled and shook beneath a stack
Till I caught him up by the tail and brought him in,
Cradled in my hand ..... "

17
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Roethke's deep and intentional
invol vement
in life i
obvious. The result of such involvem e nt is the abse nce of
fear. Each reader expe ri enc es thi s h ea d y fr eedo m w ithi n
the boundaries of Th e Far Field .
Raethke is go ne, he is no w part of that w hich is far
greater than we are able to compreh e nd. But death belong
to the mortal. I rath er think that after re turnin g from a
journey in a far field, Theodore Raethk e ha s mere ly found
a new dwelling place . No lon ge r am I sur e of hi s mortalit
" Our smal l so ul s hid from th e ir sm a ll ago nies ,
Yet it is the natur e of all love to ri se :
Bein g, we came to be
Part of eternity,
And what died w ith us was th e w ill Lo di e ."

Ann Hart Herrick
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TROPIC SHADOWS
Edith Hale Cheever, '56

Before the hills in the July dry grass
I sit feverish, awaiting the journey home.
Bantus, as their custom, burn high lands
While I construct some thought, for love, a poem.
A blazed, unending year has shown my life
All that changing temperate times had spared:
For I have seen h iiIs, I called "mountains", burn;
Each ribboned terrace, quickly scarlet flared.
The wounding, scorching days lingered, melted,
All cold relentless home-years kept asleep.
Perching rock torn mountains, were not mountains,
Only miraging backdrops seeming steep.
I leave these tropics on a summer's day
In hopes the future years will keep the good!
I'm sad near hills which sit now calmly close,
For once they stretched beyond the burning wood
Where all its grandeur kept me from a truth,
Scattering now the ponderous clouds above Passions, shadows, reconstruction, pain It will, I'm sure, keep memories, this love!
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Elena A. Be n edict '69

PENDULUM AWARD FOR ART
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GREENCARNIVAL
Martha Lovering, ' 66

I came riding, I came
- lon g distance
Now they know, they
Ame n - Would you

walking, I came crawling .
callingnever will.
say that again?

Th e rosy-green of warmth and cold . .. mingle.
-Am
I old?Sing le - yet two - yet one . .. cry and weep,
Can't sleep .. . won't sleep.
The lau ghte r hollow, the laughter coy .
- Catch a boy Eyes shine bright . .. eyes burn green.
Green fire , higher, green carnival!
Carnival clowns, all of us now .
- Tell me no ... say howBut soo n is said never goodbye.
Tell me why .........
Why?
Is this a po em? Is this a rhyme?
- Give me time Growing from the in side out.
Give me time .. . a lot of time .
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Mirror Mirror on the Wall,
I Do Not See Myself at Al I
Elaine Frankel, '66

HE

was alone . His whole existence seen,ed und ef ined
and haphazard. Yet in this maze ther e see med to be something stable . What it was exactly, or if it was exac t is something unknown to me. However, it was perceptible.
He laughed a great deal. A loud boisterous la u g h which
seemed overpowering . At first it seemed to come from
within but later it almost served as a muffler. A muffler
to
hide the deeper rumblings inside .
He had friends. Most people liked him. In fact he expected to be liked by most people. Whether o r not he returned their friendship is a debatable point. It appears that
he tried to be friendly. But these friendships
n ever really
materialized. His friend ships became deep and intense
very quickly. They were ru shi ng and overpowering.
They did
not endure . To say that they were not sincere because they
did not endure is not true. From observation
one would
immediately sense the emotion in him. However , he allowed this emotion to manifest itself very conservatively
very measuredly.
He became cathected, so to speak, on things and people .
During these times his mind seemed almost to step out of
him . It was a vibrant rich mind - it was a mind that was
only partially shared . His heart was full of love - his kind
of love. It would prnbably always remain full, it refused to
have an outlet.
He was a man. A man unknown and different . He was a
child. A child confused and simple. He was a philosopher.
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A philosopher
who \ as moving away from the philosophies of the g reat men and was making his ow n phi losophy.
A lover - yes he was a lover, too. He loved hard and
intensel y. His love became fused into every part of his
being. I le ruled it and was ruled by it . The love always died.
I le expected it to die.
A thinker is also one way in wh ich he could be described, a thinker who did not dream of sharing thoughts ,
but o ne w ho o nl y need ed them to exist.
He was d ist ressin g ly complete and incomplete at the
same time. A thread linked him to the world of everyday.
A chain connected him to the world inside of himself.
W h ether or- not this cha in was self-imp osed or uncontrollable is difficult to judge. I think it was perhaps uncontrollably self-imposed.
The very impetu s of him was frightening and enchanting.
He repr esented strength and infinity. He represented an
end of chains - perhaps a beginning of more binding
ones. But it matters li ttle what he represented. In his existence one sensed someone very much alive. In his existence
one saw death clearly. It was in strik in g contrast with the
life in him. They fought with one anot her. Life won, but
it was not real ly the victor. Because of the ever-present
struggle with death it had to give up many things. It became
weak and strong at the same time. But the life ruled him.
It frightened him . Therefore, he used it all in one way.
It is not an entirely respected life that he leads. People
do not understand it. I'm not sure it is that they don ' t want
to or that he won't let them. A combination of the two
seems to me what it must be.
His li fe is bearable because it is useful. Whether or not
it is useful to society or useful to himself I'm not sure. I'm
not sure he knows which is the most important type of
utility . He seems to fluctuate between the two . At times all
his energy seems to be expended on gains which will in
some way, even if it is intangible, help masses of peop le.
At these times he forgets himself. He loses his own sense
of self in order to help many other people. He does this for
a long time. Then he becomes distraught. He remembers
that he is alive. Perhaps at these times he wil l love some-
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one . He will drain himself of remorse and of self-hate . He
will do this intensely . It may take an hour or it may take a
month. However, it always ends. When it is ove r he feels
contentment. He is a child again. His goa ls become simp le
rather than complex. His mind becomes peacefully
stagnant and not running .
His life is characterized by man y stages and moods. They
rule him at times . But the life in him fights them. It keeps
the thread wit h the everyday life . Thi s must be the all-important life to him. He is disciplined . Perhaps this is the
stability in the maze . It is a type of discipline
in which
emotions must be deadened and forgotten . It is the type of
discipline in which he must keep himself in check . It is the
type of discipline which keeps him alive and kills him at the
same time .
Whether or not he is unhappy or happy is almost insig nificant. It is in significant because it cannot be defined
in hi s case. No one can know what make s him happ y. No
one can know what will make his mind and emotions
become blended instead of being disjointed.
Yet he is a man . He is an amazing ly humane person. He
has some empathy with his fellow men. However,
they
must not have any with him. He has some need of his fellow men. However, they are never allowed to know what
this need is and how often it must be satisfied. He is I iving ,
I think, in some ways more than most people. It is a life
which is alien to the usual standard. It is different.
It is obscured by the emotions he has so well-disciplined.
But for
him to open up might be fatal. Fatal to that part of him
that is already alive . Fatal to the meaning in his li fe which
he has already found or manufactured . Therefore,
parts of
him remain dead and in their place . The dichotomy
remains .
It is more pronounced in him than in most people because it is sad. Sad because there is so much life that death
in him is more vivid, pronounced - exaggerated. There is
death in all of us. In him - where there is so much life why do I see more death than in anybody else?
Must one keep many parts of his being latent in order to
be truly alive in at least one way? Or is this on ly the intense,
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the dedicated? Is detached objectivity, with only small
design ated times for true feeling and subjectivity, the way
to success? He does not seem to know the answer. He
stru gg le s at times. He is peaceful at times. Yet the struggle
and the peace never seem to join hands. There seems to
be no synthesis of his realities.
The aura of fantasy which surrounds him is great. It is
especially magnified for one who is unsure . Unsure about
so man y thing s, this per son is intrigued by his regularity of
thought and the simultaneous complexity and simplicity of
his character . He seems to reach spiritual heights which the
unsure long for and yet don ' t know how to reach. He seems
to have the self-discipline which is supposedly essential for
all tho se who are great. He has all of these things . There is
even an intermittent
spurt of spontaneity and humor.
Though intermittent and inconsistent, it seems greater than
what most people have . The unsure need this and crave
this , the unsure vicariously experience the excitement and
zest which they are incapable of attaining.
The unsure want love. They don't want to love as hard
and fast as he does. They do not expect it to end. He does.
He is unable to become engulfed in feeling. Whether it be
con scious or unconscious he retreats from the unknown
world of subjectivity to the more concrete world of ideas.
He is a frustration to the unsure. He attracts with great
force. But the attraction is a paradox - it must always repel. He is unwilling to give up the life he has already
trained , conquered and moralized. The unsure have to
move away from him, for nothing will bring to life that
part of him which is dead. This part will never be born. It
will always remain the spinster in his soul.
I am one of the unsure who did not move away. My
whole life was meticulously interwoven with his. He communicated his knowledge to me, but never shared with me
the essential part of his being . I spent my life seeking out
that part of him one was never allowed to know . I wanted
to become fused with the chain that connected him to the
world of himself. I was not content to know only the thread
of the everyday.
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Through him I learned of love . Because of him I could
never express my love. My emotions died . They did not die
immediately . In fact, I don't think I felt them dying at all.
But while I was seeking his essence I lo st my own.
Now he is dead. I spent a lifetime searching for him . All
my energies were generated around this transitor y being .
He demanded nothing from me . A smile , a look , a hand
or even a nod were too much for me to demand of him. I
learned to quell all these demands. As I look back over my
life I see nothing that was ever essentially me . He is go ne
and I am left a mechanized reproduction
of w hat he was.
To say that I hated him would be wrong . It is more appropriate to say that I am filled with contempt
for m yse lf.
A neat , concise bundle of knowledge is all that I am. Even
now I would like to run and laugh. Sometimes I feel t hat I
would even like to cry. But this is impossibl e for me to do.
My reactions and emotions have been too controlled . They
had to be in order for me to exist by hi s side . Exist is the
only way that I can put it - for we never really lived together. I cannot remember even one moment when our
living was simultaneous or unified . I lived through him. I
vicariously became the mirror of his life .
Even now that he is gone I speak of him. I feel compelled
to explain him. For by explaining him I can expiain my life.
There is nothing I can say of myself without him .
Now I too am going to die. The latent part of me will remain dead. The part of me that has been my character for
years died with him. I have only been a stagnant, conditioned response of him.
The years are gone. I achieved my goal and became him.
I obliterated and stamped out anything that was ever me. I
know there is nothing left for me.
I really died when I met him and tried to become him.
Why then am I so sad to die?
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Between Sunrise and Sunset

Carol Kalfaian, '68

Time of light between sunrise and sunset
Is brightened by the golden-yellow of
Which Paradise is the possessor; and
That celestial light can originate
Only from eternity . The abode
Of the blessed is showered with gleams of
Gilding warmth which penetrate this kingdom.
Gold is fine, but .. .. . . ... . . .
Before the dark of every day there comes
A struggle of betrayal involving
Elysium and Tartarus. Gold has
Become flame and is driven downward by
Home - it hesitates behind the mountain
But continues downward out of sight, to
Be taken in by the place of torment .. . ... .
To re-ignite the fire .
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INSIDE A SPECIALGLOW
Laurie Abrams, ' 67

123456432-

Inside a special glow said:
grow
and learn
and strengthen
and become
it's all self.
y ou have so much inside to use.
don ' t waste it.
and you can if you want to .

1Depressions are escapes.
5sitting on an empty bed in a winebeige room
6closeness by navy with iced drops
3hitting to ping.
5eyes alone to dusk
4to dark
3and depth beyond pitch . . .
show only waste.
2then why pretend something that isn't?
6why to a smi le when an inside is empty.
53why to a laugh
4when an inside is empty.
why too people
65yes, when an inside is empty.
3it leaks .
6and too much leaks today .
4outside the closeness
outside the room.
5the difference is the pretend .
12for pretends leak also.
1it 's pushyourselfoutofit.
it's kickitkid.
2and then .. .
56-

why?

1-

only for the reason that waste is slush.
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and time is ohsonot
but gone.
the bluejeaned philosophers discu ss slu sh .
the bluejeaned philosophers that sit in butt s and
existential
exhale and bourbon over their directi o n s, p urp oses
and unanswerable whys.
there is no satisfaction.
there never will be .
the only life is growing .
the only living is growing .
the only afterliving is from having gro w n .
to dare
and then by daring
to develop.
If i were to take you against the known .
if i were to take you against your known.
if i were to open the blackened baked I id of the
crusted beanpot and offer it to you saying ...
in this pot crouches new yous.
would you reach into the mush?
my hand does not like to touch wet noodles with

3-

blinded eyes.
my hand does not like to touch with blinded

2121212121121-

4-

eye s.

1213-

i am not blinded
nor have to be .
oh little do you see, ant.
little do you see with fog enveloped eyes.
i have opened doors to you and you shrink and curl
up into a fetus .
you have not gained
nor will you gain.
you will pull the world around your chalked gray clay
as the fog eyes.
you will view only your sameness out of the situation.
and your life will be middleaged
and wornpathed safe .
but oh the plug-in-blanket
warmth of wires.

6-

are you happy?

4-

yes.

6121212-
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and were y ou happy?
yes.
so yes!
then don ' t forget to change the kittylitter. goodnight,
dear.
But w hat if you did dare .
and by daring found that conflict was not easy to
settle .
that interaction meant compromise.
shall m y light and poetry die for her eyes to rest?
and " talk to me another time" and it 's now important.
why should beds be unmade?
and if i wish to sing a song while his book is open ...
why not!
would that be worth the growth?
would that be worth it?
but if both gave and by giving found special ...
or is the unwilling staunch of a child's weight
nobility?
in an adult world?
in an interaction world?
no longer is isolation possible.
and to respect the goodness in each
to learn
to grow to respect th e goodness in each is
a necessity.
What happened in the winebeige room is only the
waste.
the slush.
to learn kickitkid and outgrow.
to face facts, straighten up and dig in
is the only way to grow toward .
i once was you.
did you know?
but now i shall respect my father who one april
depression entered my room and handwarmed my
shoulder . ..
"if you were a boy, i'd have more words ... but ...
keep plugging kid . we're with you, all the way."
then i couldn't.
now i shall.
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SUMMER
PatriciaEgan,'66

The withered Spring so
Eagerly awaited is
Watched with swollen eyes .
Wet, wilted weather .
Wind starts to whisper
And within the winter snows
On frozen wishes.
Wet, wailing weather.
Wings of yesterday
Soar away, wandering far
Beyond this warmth.
Wet, wasting weather.
What comes of this ice?
Unwelcome wanderer in
The lonely of life .
Wet, washing weather.
This sunburned circus
Wild , wanton child of summer,
All are its brothers .
Wet, winking weather.
But white of winter
Belongs to me - alone - here
We have no brothers
We're out of season.
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THIS ONE DAY
Laurie Abrams, ' 67

THIS

one day (o r evening I should mean) it was pink
underab ove two green hippopotamu s and when I lay on
my back th e sing leleaved trees stillgreen shone blue thru
(but with fast fl oa ting clouds also racing) . Then I crushed a
brown-withered
leaf and asked myself didn 't this belong
to something else or rather not to now . But a chill blew
thru and under my skin so I felt that now was yes and time
was to be a Rothko orangered.
Now time has pushed and the orange and brown are
earth again . Most above is gray. My trees are skeletoned .
Winds repel all that stand staunch in their w ay. My green
hippos still stand (yes staunch in their ways) and wrinkled
skin is ice , crinkled as sheets on a line at thirty degrees.
When the blizzards build their backs and noses with layers
upon the iceskin, finally at their termend slide aside rather
than are shaken .
But today our above is blue for now and I shall (blackbooted and leathered against the wind) creep slowly up
upon m y hippos to splat their snouts with my perfect
packed ball and wait to listen for its tin ting of death.
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Susan Kravets '68
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PENDULUM AWA RD FO R PRO SE

DO I?
Janina Herter , ' 66

I

CA N 'T te ll you ever y thin g. I mean , I want to , but I just
can ' t. So g row , and fast. I see you every day and I see myself
then to o , and it hurt s to remember the pain. Yea, I know
memor y pain isn' t an y thing like the real thing . So you
suffer. We all did . Listen , oh please listen . To what? I can' t
begin. Religion burned a hole in my throat too. I tried , I
squirmed , I dated, and finally now I have my religious
lo zen ge. I kn o w , mine won ' t work for you. Nothing works
the same for us. I' ll let you grow , but faster - it is taking
you to o lo ng .
Oh it is n o t onl y reli gion? You feel worthless? What is
thi s life all abo ut? You mean the same things that have
meanin g to M o m and Dad don't really apply to you? They
don ' t understand ? Do I? Just because I' m younger? What
a fri g htenin g thou ght. I can ' t teach very lo ng because I' ll be
too old to really psych out the situation. I won ' t understand . Yes, wait a minute , don't go , I will listen , that is all I
can do. Anyone can do that. I mean listen to hear ; yea that
is a novel th o ught - just as revolutionary as learning how
to learn . Wh e re shall I begin?
No w it is me. H o ne stly , I' m not full grown yet either. Oh
no , more pain - " really , unreal world ." Yes come in. I
wasn't busy there is time for you , there is time becau se you
are imp o rtant to me . Yes, you have worth and I do too
when we ar e to gether. Yes, when we echo to each other it
is holl o w, but now we can try to touch , and pieces of each
will be pieces of b o th. But you want to do it alone? Yea, so
do I. There is a time , though , when we grow just so much
on our own: then we must step up and listen and yes, even
talk to people. That is worth .
So what do I want to tell you? How can I make - try
silent ly .
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CLIP,CLIP
Juanita Johnston , ' 65

CLIP
.

CLIP. One clump then another. Nother nother
nother . She fiercely cut her hair letting the hair s scatter
over her back not caring where they fell. When she made
the first cut in the front , she tried to cover it up with the
lon ger hair just behind - " no, it will never do . I'll have to
the
continue - do the whole thing ." She remembered
words once again, 'Grow your hair . Grow your hair . Look
like a woman!' "We ll, I tried," she thought. She had grown
it all winter , struggling through all the in-between
stages .
She grew it even in the summer clipping it back away from
her heated face. And then it was over. " It is over. It doesn't
matter if it is long. I' m me ; I like short hair ."
He took his hand and brought it from the back of her
neck down to her face. '' Your hair's all messed up," he
whispered as she kissed his hand.
He kissed her lightly on the mouth. "You know what?"
She shook her head . "Your hair 's all messed up ," and he
dragged his long fingers through her short straight hair
making it dizzy.
She stood uncertainly at the door . He slowly bent down
and gently kissed her, lifted her in his arms and carried
her across the room . I love you and her hair was messed up.
She said goodbye and he cried, but don't feel bad " Your hair 's messed up - I love you."
" Now the top," clip . clip . "doesn't look very good." She
held the section next to it and cut it shorter. "That's better.
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Bet ter. Bit ter." She bit th e B's and lau ghed . Clip . Clip.
- Bitt er ? Not m e. I ju st can' t grow up - is it my fault? - I
tru st. I love. I b eli eve in . Cry. Laugh. trust. tru st. You ' ll
never g row up that way . Take it fo r w hat it is, but fo r God 's
sake - at least fo r yo u r ow n sake, do n' t tru st. W ell , I do.
- cli p. cli p. - and I did - a curl hun g on her shoulder
th en fl oa ted to th e fl oo r - and I w ill. She held the mirror
u p to look at t he b ack. "W hoops , it 's crooke d ." Clip . cli p.
- No bea ut y in love, if yo u aren't tr ustin g - trus t w ho?
M yse l f? tru st yo u - tru st m e - tru st him . Sho uldn ' t have
tru sted ? Yo u' re hu rt ? Thank Go d I remain capab le of hurt.
Yo un g, yes. I wa nt to be hu rt - and to be loved . I don ' t
wa n t to be grovv n up and be stro ng- incapabl e of sufferin g - an d j oy .
She sh ivere d in th e wa rm ni ght air as her we t hair dr ippe d
o n her sho uld ers. " Oh , it 's so co ld! " She danced around in
her bare feet on the gr itty sand. " Co me here," she laughed.
"Keep m e wa rm. Oh , I am so co ld ... now lo ok o ut young
m an , I am a ve ry co ld pe rson and I am li able to slap yo u if
yo u ' re fres h ." She laughed as he p ut hi s tow el aro und her
shaki ng sho ul ders. " Oh , yo u' re cold ," she laughed .
"K now what, I'm alm ost eighteen . A lmost eight een ; I'm
o lde r th an yo u ." She ch ant ed "a lm ost eight een" and he
laug hed . He intr o duc ed her to hi s m o th er," .. . and did yo u
kn ow she's almos t eight ee n?" He laughed, his eyes loving
he r.
A nd w h en I' m grow n-up , I shall be a dump y lady and
have a m illi o n childr en - pro bab ly five. I shall be bo red
and grow n-u p and bo red and " Goo db ye, dear. I w on't be
bo red . I' m afraid to be. afr aid ."
Sh e cam e back to him o nce again . Love rs never part fo r
lo ng - too lo ng m aybe - but no t fo r lo ng. Grow your
h air he had said . " Loo k, it 's grow n. It's lo ng. Do n't touch
m y h air , it mi ght get mu ssed. Wh ere's my co mb ?" -Y ou' re
not a ch il d . Yo u fr ight en me .

-

She loo ked in th e mirror at her hair . It was cut sho rt now
look ed " almost eightee n" instead of tw enty. She
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laughed at her image. " Now, you are y oung. Young to
laugh and love and," the tears streamed fr o m her ey es.
"No, not yo un g. I can't trust anyone . You or me . I'm not
young. I am missing something-trust?
innocence?
I knmv
too much ." She looked at her head and "Please mess up my
hair," she cried.

LILACS
Caro l Kalfaian, ' 68

After the lilacs
I search bleakly for you
round the dapple-marble
columns
and knowing from the empty columns
that you are not there
in the vibrating shadows
I seek you
between the books
And under the nameplates
and knowing that you are not there
I must mourn
but through my tears
I see us together
runnin g after the lilacs
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DIALOGUE
Susanne 1\llalfego /, ' 65
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Do yo u know why the sky is blue?
What?
I said ... do yo u know why the sky is blue?
O h . .. not exact ly ... I guess beca use of a combinati o n of gases plus li ght whic h produces that color .. .
N o.
No?
No .. . so meone told you that.
I su ppose yo u know?
Yes - it 's the Russians .
Th e Russians?
Mrn ... they're sendi ng up spray-pa intin g jets durin g
the ni ght.
I don ' t be li eve it.
I don ' t e ither.
Oh.
A nd I' ll never know why ...
You ' ll neve r know so vvhy question it?
Why not? It 's lik e that wit h everyt hin g.
Ever yt hing?
Th ey say b lu e due to gases and yo u say blue due to
gases. I think it 's gree n .
Oh ... goo d . . . yo u thi nk th at.
Once whe n I was littl e I got a co lor in g book and .. •
And yo u pa in ted the sky gree n.
No. I painted all the mouths green.
What did you paint?
Th e li ps .. . yo u know the things th at peop le speak
wi th.
Why?
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I thought green was red.
Look, why ask the question . .. w hat 's the point of
it ... it's stupid .
You ' re afraid.
What?
You're afraid to ask.
I don't care if the sky is blue, green, o r purple .
Do you think you're good?
Generally speaking . .. yes .
But you can do evil.
Look, I don't walk around saying who I'm going to be
mean to.
But you can be mean.
So! so I can be mean.
You could kill.
So what.
Don ' t you get afraid of .. . you?
Look , I don't care .. . it 's a waste of time to talk like
this . Why worry yourself?
Why not?
Besides how do know what is good and evil?
I don't. Would you like to color in my coloring book?
Which pages do you want to color?
These ... with the trees and pond and fish.
No.
No?
No. It's too difficult to color those; it would
hard to use the correct colors.

be too

2-

Oh.

1-

Color this page ... with the church, school and
courthouse in it.
What are you going to color?
This . .. with the stone wall and .. .
Can I have yellow please.
Yellow?
Mm, for the sun.
No . Use brown ... there, see how nice it looks. You
really color well. I can't stand gossipers .
Gossipers? Can I have blue?

2121212-
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No ... no. You don ' t want to use blue. Use orange.
Why don't you like them?
The y say something so positively that they actually
believe it themselves.
I suppose they actually do ; you don't have to believe
it.
But I do . Don ' t use white. Are you crazy? Why use
whit e? You can't see it. Besides the crayon is broken,
and yo ur fingers will get cramped using such a small
piece .
Sorry .
Next time ask .. . don't grab. It makes me nervous.
And then I mess my picture.
Gee , I didn't realize that .. .
I'm sure you didn 't do it intentionally ... do you know
Harry?
Who?
Harr y ... that looks good. Your picture looks quite
original ... uh ... Harry . .. He told me his sister ...
His sister?
Yes, his sister killed ...
Can I have blue now?
Let 's see . .. blue . . . I like the way you chose the
orange . But do you think orange would look
good next to blue? It would ruin the impression .
But you ' re finished with it.
But I had it first ... maybe I' m not finished with it.
His sister killed who?
His mother .
His mother? Sure, sure .. .
By gas.
Like the Russians with spray-painting airplanes?
One night she shut all the doors and got in bed beside
her mother. But before she went to bed, she turned
on the gas, and ...
Can I have red?
Red? What for?
The flag .
N o. Never use red .. . you get hurt that way ... and
the next day her ... Why did you stop coloring?
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I can't.seem to find the right color for th at last
part ... the school.
The school should be . . . but wait .. . I' m not always
right ... chose a color from these four crayons.
You said the dau ghter killed the mother . .. she killed
herself .
Yes. Choose a color.
I can 't. You choose it ... please .
Choose one.
I don't want to color in your book anymore.

THE UNKNOWN
Susan Geller, ' 67

BreakBreakThe waves of content
Over the sand
On to the shore
LifeGoes in and out Content , se ren e
Discont ent , vicious
An unexplainabl e cycle
Inevitable One must win out Win out to an invi sible controller
Which shall he choose?
What will be the outcome?
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The Sounds of Life'sDeath
Jan Kelleher, '69

Autumn

is the time of farewell,

For most of Nature's domain.
Some depart only to return
With the warmth of life again,
While others perish,
Leavi ng the so unds of death.
The crunch of fallen leaves
Echoes the dying life .
Songs from th e sky and trees link hands,
With the whip and hooing of the wind.
The scatter and scant of deadish things,
Can be heard through the sting and crack,
Of sleeping limbs.
But the st illn ess after death,
In the solemn dark,
Lets not a single sound depart ....
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Phyllis A. DeReamer '66

BUT, CAN'T I SPEAK?
Janina Herter, ' 66

Squat pot
trained tot
to
compromise,
subsidize,
but
never
equalize
freedom.
Society
molded, folded
me.
returning
must trust
curb lust
and
smile, while
globes
dig
graves
to save

?
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TELLME PLEASE
Annette Friedman , ' 69

Tell me please ,
for only you know .
You must tell me ,
I need to know .
The others, the elders say nothing .
But you - sweet, silent death ,
You may speak .
You - go lden , hushed death
may answer .
I ask you w ith my mind .
I beg you wi th my soul.
The bed creaks under my weight, the wi nd ge ntly draws
the curtains to and fro . I fee l your presence, here in the
night. I know you are here . I ponder my existence, my
futur e, my being. I too am here . My limb s, my bod y, my
insides occupy this space . But that voice , the mind' s conscious speaker, travels and covers totality .
I know this house,
this town , these people .
All are my friends.
I kno w the trees ,
the creatures , these souls.
But they do not speak .
They are silent.
The wi nd dies down, the room is close, I feel my bre ath
against my face . Al l must die . Every mind , every being,
every child .
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My time is beginning.
It soon will end.
I feel your planning,
yo ur scheming , you waiting.
How briefhow long?
that moment is already lost.
How shorthow thin?
the yea rs of innocence have gone.
Our live s are yours ,
yo ur s is the secret.
I lie in the silence and
wait with you.
I am afra id of yo u, and the hollow , lonely emptiness of
being . I fear the black go ld en future and the coming of age.
I am afraid of the silent dark evening, of the soft throbbing
night.
Sleep is a lo ss of life 's time.
Death is time forever
no more .
Time awake is life.
But tell me , oh tell me.
Why?
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Andrea N ordin '6 9
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CHRIS
Marci Sissman , ' 67

G

00D
morning , Chris ."
Still no response . My blond, blue-eyed miniature Adonis
stepped from the bus, dressed in his usual camp attire blue-and-red
checkered
overalls , red shirt, bright red
sneakers - the sad, distant gaze still in his eyes. It seemed
as if his mind was impenetrable - no one could find the
magic key to unlock that heavy dungeony door - to let
bluebirds
and sunshine and laughter and smiles enter the
life of a five-year-old
boy .
From the first moment my eyes met the sad Marceau-like
eyes , my heart was opened to him. No child could live in
such a world. Theirs is the world of fun and laughter, fantasy and make-believe , swings and songs - it happens
only once, for a very short time. The rest of life is full of
perils, darkness, frowns , hardships . They come only too
soon.
Try again .
"Hi, Chrisy! Where's the smile today? I sure do like those
overalls . And bright red sneakers!"
His stare was directed at the bright red sneakers. He
wouldn't
look up - only straight down at the ground. I
walked
away. But I wondered
if I detected a small, sly
movement
of the eyes, following
me? If I did, it was a
start.
"Chrisy! I haven't seen you all morning. Where have you
been hiding?"
Quickly
a hand darted out at me. At least it was a response - a punch - but an awakening to me. Only ... no
words, no speech, no communication
whatsoever. Hug
him . . . quickly! Show him you care. Another punch.
"Chris - it's not nice to punch people!" Another one.
It's no use! I'll never get to him.
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"Bye Chrisy . Don't I get a hug
I walked towards him, hoping
him. And he had reached me.
force that I had to pry him loose
be tomorrow?!

goodbye?"
.. . YES! Finally . I'd reached
He hugged me with such
- and onto the bus . May-

It took many tomorrows . Slowly, there was a form of
speech . .. little whispered words. Each day the hugs were
longer, kisses more inten se. Smiles began to brighten the
perfectly molded face. The deep sea-blue eyes were " blue"
no longer , but happy and gay. Sometimes he would whisper something in my ear - very fast, very low - so that I
really could hear only a buzz . And I couldn't ask him to
repeat anything . .. he would only go back into his shell
and become muted again . But - he had yielded. He gave
me smiles , hugs , giggles, whistles, warmth .. . and most important, he gave me a feeling deep in my heart that is inexplicable. One that is known to those who have helped a
thwarted seedling grow into a beautiful flower.
Yet what other form of growth could be expected from
a child living with his grandparents - a child who had
seen his father shoot his mother, and then himself? No
wonder his world was a gloomy underground
dungeon .
And no wonder , that with love and affection, that with
this sunshine to induce growth . . . he had blossomed.
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MARKINGS
Janina Herter , '66

Stand firm indestructible lofty giant,
But bend slightly
negotiate,
arbit rate,
alleviate .
Listen atop yo ur pinnacle , superman,
Distinguish the sage
interpret ,
appease,
appeal.
Speak wisely to those seeking, wizard,
Choosing careful words
advisor,
diplomat,
judge .
Descend

only in your mind , lonely man ,
Stoop to doubt self
worthiness,
esteem ,
value.

Lift eyes to higher peaks, mortal man ,
Gain religious
strength,
decision ,
peace.
Die nobl y on a mercy mission,
joining all
Mankind in the inevitable.
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THE INTERVIEW
Susann e Mal/ ego/, ' 65

M

155, MISS .. . may I ask you a few que stions?
What kind of questions ?
I am from the Tim es and I w ould like to know your ideas
concernin g Vietnam .
Yo u' re in a supermarket , buddy.
This is the best way in which we can contact people.
Are you a reporter, or writer or what?
Both .
Bo th? Sure sounds funny to me . . . why don't you ask me
about some kind of soap I use.
Please Mi ss. Your opinion on Vietnam would be of ...
I use Fab ... because I never tried anything else. Say,
you ' re not from that show?
No . . . from the Tim es . . . but never mind . I'll write that
statement down .
Wait a minute . You don ' t have to give up . What's the
question?
Should we remain in Vietnam?
Yes . . . and finish them off as quick as possible . We got
bombs, so why not use them?
Would such a policy break into a world war?
It 's a world war already . My neighbors and I, we fight all
the time . Her ratty dog barks all night so the other day I
sent my kids to the mut and they gave it chewing gum . She
found out and the phone rings . . .
' Listen, if I catch your brats giving my dog . . . her mut . . .
chewing gum I' m going to ram dog food down your kids'
throats .' Who is she to have a noisy mut?
Who are w e to say democracy is best for all?
Is that the name of a dog food or something?
No . .. no, Miss. Well ... uh . ..
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I know . .. was only kidding you , buddy. Now what's
this .. . .
Please don ' t jab me in the stomach with your elbow. I
have a weak sensitive stomach .
Sorr y . .. sorry. I should have thought before I hit . ..
right? Say, you ' re a prett y nice guy. I know the best thing
for a weak stomach.
What is it?
Celery and black olives are just right. And then a nap
each day.
I have tried the nap. It doesn ' t work.
Mm . .. how about mint tea?
How do you make it?
Well, throw a few mint leaves into the tea and then fish
them out.
I' ll have to try that. Now, I have another question. Although your neighbors and you fight, there is never any
physical violence is there?
No . . . darn it. I could shoot the mut , but she would call
the SPC or something like that. No physical stuff yet. Once
I ... it was Hallowe ' en and all her garbage cans were sitting
outside full, so I dressed up as a ghost and dumped them
over her driveway . The next day I sat and watched her
clean up ... the mut sounded not so bad for about two
weeks .
So, do you think there should be physical violence over
there? People hurting other people?
I don ' t know . .. but if we don ' t stop them now , we'll be
working on those farms some day . . . what do you call
those farms over there?

Kolkhoz?
Yea . .. that ' s the name. I can't stand dirt under my
fingernails . Say . .. you ' re very smart. Wher'd you learn
that?
In school. Now Miss, do you have any children?
Yes. Two lovely little boys and one adorable little girl.
The neighbor thinks they ' re brats . You have any?
No . But could you ever see your children fighting in a
war?
Yea . .. the other day they had one with the neighbor's
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kids. Her kids are always spitting at mine so I told them to
wipe it back on them . So they dug this trap and one of her
kids fell in it , so they took her to a tree and tied her to it
and wiped it back on her .
Oh . . .... .. . ... .. No one was hurt though?
No .. . but I guess they could be killed in a real war?
Yes . . . they could.
Mm ... like I told you ... I use Fab.

AN AWAKENING
Eilee n Cutler, '66

Yesterday was low
a waiting;
It was no time, no
season - but then
Upon a nighttime
winter came; and
snow.
Wide white amorphous
flakes
Falling aimlessly upon
a waiting world,
A waiting feeling
awakened.
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SIMPLY PAT
Patricia Egan, ' 66

I am born when the day dies ;
Conceived in the bloodshed of
A setting sun.
Nurtured by the night.
I wrap the black around me
And button with a billion
Blind years of stars .
Dressed by the darkness.
I sing songs never written
In a voice that 's never heard
By morning 's ears.
Mistress of the black
I' m murdered in the morning
Slain in the fusion of
A rising sun.
Death in the dawning.
I'll outwait the burning sun ,
Outwait the vainest days of
This fury blazing
Waiting for rebirth! ! ! ! ! !
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" There.were these animals invited to a party. this owl. this toad.
and these . . . you might say . .. cr eatu res. and they so wanted
their invitations

to be the most unu sual and stra nge invit a-

tions ever. so they asked me to ask you all to make some
samp les for them."
ther e is a beginning -

a motivating

force. and then there are

children ... children. and then ... then there are these . . .

Marjorie Jackson, Grade 111-IV

Adams School, Lexington, Mass.
Judith Kaye, '66

FLOWERS
Flowers
Wavering flowers
Growing Their leaves
Shining in The Sunshine.
Still.

Jam es Mahoney, Grad e Ill-IV

Adams School , Lex ington , Mass.
Judith Kaye, '66

BASEBALL
Baseball
Batter up
Strike, one . .. two .. ..
Hear comes the ball,
Triple!
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Christine D'Arr igo, Grade Ill-IV

Ada m s School , Lexington , Mass.
Judith Kaye , '66

LIGHTS
Light s
turn o n
turn them off
Use th em to see
Electricity
D ebby Harrington,

Grade Ill-IV

Adam s Sc h oo l, Lex ing ton, Mass.
Ju d ith Ka ye, '6 6

CATS
Cat s
Fury creat ur es
Proul at ni gh t
Green or ye ll ow eyes
Meow.
Elizabe th Field , Grade Ill-IV

Adams Schoo l, Lex ington , Mass.
Judith

Kaye, '66

CLOCKS
Clocks
Tell time
Lots of ticking
Doesn ' t go very fast
tick.
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Dianne Russo, Grade VI
Franklin School , Newto n, Mass .
A nn Kirk, '66

WHITE
White is the color of a
sinless soul ,
Of purity, our grea test goal.
White is the color of a
fluffy cloud,
The color of snowflakes falling
in a crowd.
The lily , a flower of beauty
and grace,
Of beautiful tapestries and
delicate lace.

t

Benjamin Cl ark , Grade Ill-IV

Adams School, Lex ington , Mass.
Judith Kaye , '66

PENCILSAND PENS
Pencils and pens
And eve n pencil-pens .
It is kind of odd if pens ca n write pencil
And pencils can write pen?????
So! If pencils can write pen ... .
And pens can write pencil .. . .
And, pencils can write pencil . . . .
It 's kind of stupid,
Don't you think?
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Diann e Russo and Janice Tarsi, Grade VI

Franklin Sc h oo l, New ton , Mass.
Ann K ir k, '66

THE BEAUTIES OF NATURE
I am the hill s,
Rollin g and dipping among the trees.
Gra cef ul and peaceful I stand in the sun,
A sy mb o l of beauty for yea rs to come.
I am the trees ,
Garb ed in co lo rs stunning and bright.
Silently b e ndin g over the lake ,
A beauty of nat ur e for all to see.

Nancy Etcoff , Grade VI

Edward Devotion
Judith

Rothenberg

School, Brookline , Mass.

, '62

THE HIDING

PLACE

Emma ran swiftly through the dense forest, the dead pine
n ee dl es pricking the bottoms of her bare feet. Her hands moving
rap idly , brushed away the tangled mass of growth that blinded
h e r view. Finally she came to a clearing . It was a very small
st retc h of land covered with layers of brown pine needles and
d ecayed branches of diseased trees. In the middle stood an old
pine tree , it s b ark dry and chipped , and its few leaves turning
brown . Th e tr ee was bent to one side ever since the fierce winds
of th e hurrican e had struck it , and now, Emma thought of it as
one would think of an old man bent over with age. She ran to it
and lea n ed against it. The bark caught in her alpaca sweater
which hun g down to her thighs like a sweatshirt.
Emma picked up her fruitwood guitar and tried to think of an
appropriate
song to play and finally picked " More."
Th e li g ht br eeze grew into a strong wind and the sky had
turn ed cloudy when mother and Billy had stopped fighting .
Emma would always come here w hen Bill and mom were fightin g . Th e ir an g ry voices di sturbed her , the beauty of the scene,
the sw eet so undin g music , and the way the trees and bushes cut
her off fr o m th e rest of the world was pleasing to her .
The sun set and finally Emma sighted her father 's ship coming
b ac k from trout fishing. She turned around quickly and ran
quickly and quietly throu gh the wooded area and slipped back
into th e house . No one was to know her hiding place, Emma had
promised he rself when she had first found the spot , and nobody
had as lon g as Emma could help it.
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from Pendulum
A Thank You to those at Lesley who through their contribu tions have helped make publication possible.
The Student Government Association
The Lesleyan
Class o f 1969
White Hall - first floor
White Hall -

second floor

White Hall -

th i rd floor

Boothby Hall
Kirkland Hall
Crockett Hall
Grey Hall
Glennen Hall
Bouma Hall
Reed Hall
The Thalian Honorary Society

MITCHELL'S HAIR FASHION
Simplicity with Fashion

1770 Mass. Ave.

Cambridge, Mass.

868-7848
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Pilato Shoe Service

Bence's Drug Store

Headquarters

for all your needs
Work of Distinction

1676 Mass. Ave.

We cater to Lesley girls

Cambridge, Mass.

Compliments

or the Senior Class
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LESLEYCOLLEGE

6

Cambridge Tower of Pizza
Spaghetti

Pizza
CAMPUS SUB SHOP

Sub Sandwiches
You Ring

We Bring
for the be st subs in town

1728 Mass. Ave.

UN 8-7000

RENDEZVOUS LOUNGE
entertainment weekends
ROBERT DENNING AT THE ORGAN

1691 Mass. Ave. Cambridge, Mass .

Holiday Inn of Cambridge
1651 Mass . Ave., Cambridge, Mass .
from a friend

491-1000

135 Guest Rooms

Banquet Facilities

Cocktail Lounge
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Dining Room

Heated Pool

LESLEY COLLEGE LIBRARY
29 Everett Street

Cambridge, MA 02238

